Procedure Description of selection of seller names
The group of non-foreign sounding seller names is a convenience sample of individuals with common first names in Sweden (by the frequency at Statistics Sweden). We asked a convenience sample of twenty students at Stockholm University to match names of potential sellers to a gender (man or woman) and a region (coded according to Statistics Sweden: Latin America and South America, the Middle East and North Africa, EU15+, the rest of Europe, the rest of Asia, and the rest of Africa). We then asked the eight individuals where all students correctly matched gender and to the region of the Middle East and North Africa to collaborate with us. A similar process of categorizing names has been used by [1] and [2] . They found a high positive correlation between a judgment-based regional coding of names and the actual regions of birth. This result indicates that identifying the region of birth by observing an individual's name is relatively straightforward. The abbrevations relate to the seller name categories. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01 The abbrevations relate to the seller name categories. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01 Standard errors clustered on buyer username. * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01 Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.10, * * p < 0.05, * * * p < 0.01
